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Treasury yields fall in bull-flattening mode. 
investment-grade corporate spreads at tightest since 
February. Muni yields fall significantly.  

November 23, 2020 
Treasuries
 Election uncertainty died down last week and we saw good vaccine news—but these positive developments came

alongside still-soaring Covid rates and pending shutdowns. The lack of renewal of Treasury emergency backstop
programs (along with no fiscal relief bill) further soured the risk-elation trading of the previous week as equities mostly
treaded water and Treasuries rallied.

 Last week through this morning’s open, Treasury yields were lower: 3 mos. bills -2.1 bps at 0.068%, 1 yr Treasury Notes
-1.0 bps to 0.10%, 2-year Note yields -1.9 bps at 0.16%, 5-year Notes yields -2.3 bps at 0.38%, 10-year Notes yields -4.5
bps at 0.85% and 30-year bonds yields -9.8 bps at 1.55%.

Municipals 
 Bloomberg Municipal Index yields were significantly lower for the past week; AAA-rated GO yields 2-year bonds -3 bps

at 0.15%, 5-year bonds -6 bps at 0.23%, 10-year bond yields -12 bps to 0.72% and 30-year bonds were -15 bps at 1.50%.

 The 10yr AAA GO Ratio is 87.9 – approaching August’s lows.

Corporates 
 BAML Investment-grade credit spreads

tightened over the past week by -5 bps to
116 bps OAS – now only 15 bps wider for
the year

 BAML High-yield credit spreads tightened
over the past week by -14 bps to 449 bps
OAS.

Looking Ahead 
 11/24: Consumer Confidence
 11/25: Durable Goods, Jobless Claims,

Personal Income/Spending 
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Treasuries Nominals YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

1 yr 0.10 -1 -2 -146
2yr 0.16 -2 1 -141
5yr 0.38 -2 1 -131
7yr 0.63 -3 2 -120
10yr 0.85 -6 1 -107
30yr 1.55 -11 -9 -84

Inflation breakeven YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

5yr 1.63 -1 -3 -6
10yr 1.71 -2 -4 -8

Real yield YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

5yr -1.26 -1 4 -124
10yr -0.87 -3 4 -100

Municipals AAA Rated GO YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

2yr AAA GO 0.15 -2 -2 -91
5yr AAA Go 0.24 -5 -9 -90

10yr AAA GO 0.72 -10 -22 -76

A Rated GO YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

2yr A GO 0.40 -3 -40 -76
5yr A GO 0.54 -4 -49 -75
10yr A GO 1.06 -9 -72 -71

A Rated Revenue YTM %
5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

2yr A Revenue 0.52 -12 -6 -72
5yr A Revenue 0.72 -13 -11 -69
10yr A Revenue 1.38 -9 -22 -47

GO Ratios Ratio 5d Chg.  1 mo.Chg.  YTD Chg.  
5yr AAA GO Ratio 63.88 -6.1 -33.7 -3.4
10yr AAA GO Ratio 87.86 -4.3 -32.5 10.6

MBS 30-yr
Curr. 
Cpn.

5d chg. 
(bps)

1mo. chg. 
(bps)

YTD chg. 
(bps)

FNMA 1.35 -2 -3 -136
GNMA 1.31 -1 -16 -112

Corporate Yield %
OAS 

(bps)
Chg. OAS 

(bps)
Chg. OAS 

(bps)
Chg. OAS 

(bps)
Intermediate IG Index 1.23 81 -4 -11 11
AA rated 1.45 66 -3 -7 18
A Rated 1.56 83 -3 -10 13
BBB Rated 2.19 142 -5 -19 17
Intermed. High-yield Index 4.84 426 -13 -44 93
BB Rated 3.65 306 -11 -33 124
B Rated 5.17 449 -13 -39 125
CCC Rated 7.96 732 -18 -130 -137
Preferred Index 4.84

Other Level 5d Chg.  1 mo.Chg.  YTD Chg.  
Fed Funds Rate (Eff.) 0.08% -0.01% -0.01% -1.47%
3M Libor 0.20% -0.02% -0.01% -1.70%
Treas. Volatility Index 42.3 -0.2 -16.2 -16.0
S&P 500 Index 3557.5 -0.77% 2.66% 10.11%
VIX Index 23.2 0.7 -4.4 9.4
U.S Dollar Index 1143.7 -0.65% -1.27% -3.48%
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Appendix – Important Disclosures 
Some of the potential risks associated with fixed income investments include call risk, reinvestment risk, default risk and 
inflation risk. Additionally, it is important that an investor is familiar with the inverse relationship between a bond’s price and 
its yield. Bond prices will fall as interest rates rise and vice versa. 

When considering a potential investment, investors should compare the credit qualities of available bond issues before they 
invest. The two most recognized rating agencies that assign credit ratings to bond issuers are Moody's Investors Service 
(“Moody’s”) and Standard & Poor's Corporation (“S&P”). Moody’s lowest investment-grade rating for a bond is Baa3 and 
S&P’s lowest investment-grade rating for a bond is BBB-. Ratings are measured on a scale that ranges from AAA or Aaa 
(highest) to D or C (lowest). 

The Bond Buyer 20-Bond Index consists of 20 general obligation bonds that mature in 20 years. The average rating of the 
20 bonds is roughly equivalent to Moody's Investors Service's Aa2 rating and Standard & Poor's Corp.'s AA. The Bond Buyer 
11-Bond Index uses a select group of 11 bonds in the 20-Bond Index. The average rating of the 11 bonds is roughly 
equivalent to Moody's Aa1 and S&P's AA-plus. The Bond Buyer Revenue Bond Index consists of 25 various revenue bonds 
that mature in 30 years. The average rating is roughly equivalent to Moody's A1 and S&P's A-plus. The indexes represent 
theoretical yields rather than actual price or yield quotations. Municipal bond traders are asked to estimate what a current-
coupon bond for each issuer in the indexes would yield if the bond was sold at par value. The indexes are simple averages 
of the average estimated yields of the bonds, are unmanaged and a direct investment cannot be made in them.

This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any sector, municipality or security. The opinions expressed 
here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained from sources we consider 
to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy. Municipal securities investments are not appropriate for all investors, 
especially those taxed at lower rates. The alternative minimum tax (AMT) may be applicable, even for securities identified 
as tax-exempt. It is strongly recommended that an investor discuss with their financial professional all materially important 
information such as risks, ratings and tax implications prior to making an investment. Past performance is not a guarantee 
of future results. 

This report does not provide recipients with information or advice that is sufficient on which to base an investment decision.  
This report does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation, or need of any particular client 
and may not be suitable for all types of investors.  Recipients should consider the contents of this report as a single factor in 
making an investment decision.  Additional fundamental and other analyses would be required to make an investment 
decision about any individual security identified in this report. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SECURITIES MENTIONED HEREIN IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST BY 
CONTACTING YOUR BAIRD INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL. 
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